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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
At the time of its passage in 1978, the Indian Child Welfare Act (ICWA),
was landmark civil rights legislation. When California passed SB 678 in
2006, to adopt federal ICWA protections into California law, it was
again a landmark moment. Unfortunately, all these years later, the
promise and potential of these landmarks have not been realized.
In 2017, a dedicated group of elected California tribal leaders formed
the ICWA Compliance Task Force, to propel forward a unified effort in
the implementation of ICWA in California. After a year of investigation,
the Task Force delivered their findings regarding ICWA compliance in
California to Attorney General Xavier Becerra. The mandate of the Task
Force Report was clear: California must do better to protect tribes and
tribal families, and to realize the promise of ICWA.
Soon after the delivery of the Task Force Report, the California Tribal
Families Coalition (CTFC) was formed at the direction of tribal leaders
to ensure that the recommendations of the Report did not languish,
without action, leaving their promise untested. Follow through on the
recommendations of the Task Force Report is critical for California
tribes, as California is the epicenter of ICWA. The California courts see
more ICWA appeals than all other states combined and are the home
of some of the most divisive and controversial cases involving ICWA.
As a state at the cutting edge of child welfare innovation and reform,
California must fulfill the promises made to Indian tribes, communities
and families in 1978, in 2006 with the passage of SB 678 (known as CalICWA), and again with the issuance of the Task Force Report in 2017.
CTFC has worked since its inception to see that the commitments
made to tribes are honored and the State and counties are tested and
held accountable for their failures.
This report addresses issues impacting the placement preferences of
ICWA, a critical protection intended to ensure Indian children remain
connected to their family, their community and their tribe.
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However, California’s home approval process creates much complexity
in this area and until 2014, with the passage of SB 1460, tribes had no
access to criminal record checks, leaving home approval decisions
entirely within the discretion of a county. This report examines the
complexities of the California home approval system, and provides
recommendations to enhance the ability of tribes to ensure their
children remain connected to their families and their tribal communities.
Listening must be our starting point in these efforts. It is a core value of
CTFC, as an organization, that the voices of tribes be at the center of our
progress. By first listening to tribal leaders and the community, we are
modeling an important component of how we achieve ICWA
compliance. From the Listening Session, specific areas of concern and
findings emerged, such as: the need to reconcile Resource Family
Approval with ICWA’s mandates; the need for tribes to have access to
background checks for emergency placements; and the lack of funding
to compensate tribes taking on key components of a state court child
welfare case (home approvals).
While understanding the current challenges that California faces,
including the COVID-19 pandemic, this report contains core
recommendations including: tribal access to an existing 24-hour criminal
records hotline, the establishment of funding for tribes engaging in
home approvals, and clarification from state agencies regarding who
bears the responsibility for conducting background checks, while also
seeking to ensure the same level of criminal background information is
provided to both counties and tribes.
As was stated in the original Task Force Report: “To achieve the promise
of the ICWA...there must more than episodic rallying cries and wellmeaning grant cycle initiatives; there must be a vigilant force that
demands more than mere lip service to compliance.”
This report attempts to honor the focus of the Task Force Report and
ICWA. As we look to the 45th anniversary of ICWA, we must hold
ourselves to a higher standard to achieve the articulated national and
state policies to protect Indian children and preserve Indian tribes.
Thank you for joining us.
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ABOUT CTFC
The mission of the California Tribal Families Coalition is to promote and
protect the health, safety and welfare of tribal children and families, which
are inherent tribal governmental functions and are at the core of tribal
sovereignty and tribal governance.
https://www.caltribalfamilies.org/

REPORT PURPOSE
On July 30, 2020, CTFC held a tribal Listening Session regarding issues
surrounding criminal background check processes in which a tribe or a
county conducts the criminal background check for the purposes of
certifying a Tribally Approved Home (TAH). This Listening Session was
specifically initiated in light of legislation proposed by the California
Department of Social Services that would have modified the existing tribal
criminal background check process. Specific attention was focused on
practice changes due to the passage of SB 1460 (2014, Committee on
Human Services).

REPORT BY:
BLAIR KREUZER, M.S.W. | DELIA SHARPE, J.D.
DOROTHY ALTHER, J.D. | MICA LLERANDI, J.D.
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SECTION 1:
BACKGROUND
The Indian Child Welfare Act (ICWA) was passed in 1978 for the
specific purpose of “protect[ing] the best interests of Indian
children and to promote the stability and security of Indian tribes
and families."[1]
Congress set minimum federal standards requiring placements of
Indian children in foster or adoptive homes that “reflect the unique
values of Indian culture."[2]
Further, ICWA established placement preferences for Indian
children and required that placement preferences follow the
“prevailing social and cultural standards of the Indian community in
which the parent or extended family resides or with which the
parent or extended family members maintain social and cultural
ties."[3]

ICWA authorized Indian tribes to
license, approve and specify foster
homes specifically for the purposes
of the placement of Indian children
according to the tribe’s unique
values.

At the time of the passage of ICWA, there were no federal laws
governing required screening and background investigation of
prospective foster and adoptive homes for states or tribes.
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BACKGROUND CHECKS AND
APPLICABLE FEDERAL LAW
FEDERAL LAWS AFFECTING LICENSING REQUIREMENTS
FOR STATE FOSTER FAMILIES
1. In 1997, the Adoption and Safe Families Act (ASFA) amended Title IV-E
of the Social Security Act and required states to conduct criminal
background checks on prospective foster and adoptive homes.[4]
2. In 2006, the Adam Walsh Child Protection and Safety Act broadened
background check requirements to include a fingerprint-based check
and checks on state child abuse and neglect registries. Adam Walsh
eliminated the opt-out provisions previously under ASFA.[5]
These requirements did not apply to homes approved or licensed by Indian
tribes, except for tribes receiving Title IV-E funding as a direct recipient or
through a tribal-state Title IV-E agreement.
FEDERAL LAWS AFFECTING LICENSING REQUIREMENTS
FOR TRIBALLY APPROVED FOSTER HOMES
1. In 1990, the Indian Child Protection and Family Violence Prevention Act
was passed mandating reporting of suspected abuse and neglect of
Indian children, as well as background check screening of all federal and
tribal employees having contact with Indian children. This Act was passed
in response to widespread abuse of Indian children in boarding schools
operated by the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA).[6]
2. In 2016, the Native American Children’s Safety Act (NACSA) was passed
amending the Indian Child Protection and Family Violence Prevention Act,
requiring all tribes to conduct background checks, including fingerprintbased criminal record checks and checks on state/tribal child abuse and
neglect registries, for any adult aged 18 and over living in the home,
before placing children in a tribal foster care or adoptive placement.[7]
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CHALLENGES FOR TRIBES IN
MEETING NACSA REQUIREMENTS
Federal law consistently supports tribes accessing criminal records and child
abuse/neglect registries for tribal foster placements. The Adam Walsh Child Protection
and Safety Act authorizes tribes to access criminal records and child abuse and neglect
registries, and the NACSA requires tribes to conduct background checks before
approving tribal foster and adoptive homes.
Despite clear Congressional intent that tribes need and are authorized to access
criminal background checks and child abuse/neglect registries, tribes continue to
struggle with access.[8]
On a national level, tribal access to criminal record and child abuse and neglect
information varies. Generally, the tribes who are able to obtain state access to criminal
and child abuse and neglect registries are the tribes with state-tribal Title IV-E
agreements. In California, of the 109 federally-recognized tribes, only two tribes have
approved tribal-state Title IV-E agreements.[9]

TRIBAL ACCESS PROGRAM (TAP)
The BIA worked with the U.S. Department of Justice (US DOJ) to
provide tribal access to national criminal databases. One program is
the US DOJ’s Tribal Access Program (TAP) that allows tribal law
enforcement access to national crime information. TAP was originally
limited to police departments for “law enforcement purposes” only,
but has expanded to allow tribal civil agencies such as tribal courts,
housing departments, child protective services, children’s social
services (e.g. Foster Care), and Head Start Programs to conduct
criminal background checks for employment and licensing purposes.
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TAP EXPANSION AND
"PURPOSE CODE X"

In conjunction with expanding the TAP program to
tribal social services, the BIA Office of Justice
Services (OJS) developed “Purpose Code X,” which
allows tribal social services to conduct 24/7 namebased criminal background checks for emergency
placements. Under Purpose Code X, tribes must
submit fingerprints to the FBI within 15 days of the
name-based check request.

CA Tribes w/ TAP
3.7%

LIMITATIONS OF PURPOSE CODE X
Purpose Code X is only available to tribal social
services departments with TAP approval to access
criminal record information.[10] In California, there are
currently four tribes with TAP expansion access.[11]

Non-TAP Tribes
96.3%

A limitation of TAP is that it does not comply with the Adam Walsh Child Protection and
Safety Act, as it does not provide information on state child abuse and neglect registries.
Absent the ability to perform checks on child abuse and neglect registries, tribal home
approvals through TAP would run afoul of state requirements for placement.
Importantly, the creation of the Purpose Code X program was meant to provide tribes in
the TAP program name based check access for emergency placements. Yet because
TAP background checks are not accepted for the approval of placements under state
jurisdiction, Purpose Code X does not, in practice, provide tribes a mechanism for
emergency home approval.
Without state or federal statutory amendments adding access to child abuse and
neglect registries, the use of TAP and Purpose Code X for Indian children under the
jurisdiction of the state court is not an option.
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TRIBAL ACCESS TO CALIFORNIA
BACKGROUND CHECK
INFORMATION
Prior to 2007, California tribes largely had no
access through the state to criminal background
checks, including access to child abuse and
neglect registries. In 2007, the Karuk Tribe signed
the first tribal-state Title IV-E Agreement in
California. Through the Agreement, the Karuk
Tribe was able to access the California
Department of Justice (CA DOJ) background
check databases for the specific purpose of
licensing tribal foster homes and adoptive
placements. In 2010, the Yurok Tribe became the
second tribe to sign a tribal-state Title IV-E
agreement and applied for access to state
registries. To date, the Karuk and Yurok tribes are
the only tribes in California to have tribal-state
agreements.
Outside of tribal-state Title IV-E agreements, no
California statutory authority existed for tribes to
access state criminal and child welfare registries.
Then, in 2013, the Pala Band of Mission Indians’
Social Services Department applied, and was
approved, as a “government agency” to obtain
access to CA DOJ background check registries
for foster care placement approval of their tribal
children. This inadvertent approval by CA DOJ
was followed by an immediate attempt to retract
the approval because tribes and tribal agencies
did not meet the definition of a “government
agency” under the statutes. While the Pala Tribe
was prepared to challenge the retraction,
through the collaborative efforts of tribal
advocates, California Department of Social
Services (CDSS), and the CA DOJ, a legislative
amendment to state law was created.

CALIFORNIA FOSTER
CARE PLACEMENT
PROCESS

1. Complete a home
assessment to
determine whether the
home is suitable and
safe for placement.
2. All adults living in the
home must be “cleared”
through a criminal
background check and
child welfare history
check.
3. If there are any criminal
or child welfare “hits” on
any adult in the home,
then seek and complete
the exemption process.
Until 2014, tribes could only
complete Step 1.
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LEGISLATIVE FIX (SB 1460)
In 2014, legislation (SB 1460) was passed, with amendments to the California's Family
Law Code, Health and Safety Code, Welfare and Institutions Code, and Penal Code,
allowing tribes fingerprint-based access to state and federal registries for background
check information.
Through SB 1460, tribes with approval can access state and federal criminal databases
and the Child Abuse Central Index for the placement of Indian children.[12] SB 1460
allows tribes to certify tribally approved homes (TAH) in advance, with an intended
advantage of creating a pool of TAHs, thereby keeping tribal children in the tribal
community when an immediate placement is needed. SB 1460 also vests placement
approval authority with the tribe and allows tribes to authorize exemptions to criminal
background “hits” in a manner congruent with the cultural and social norms of the
community.
Although SB 1460 provides tribal access to background information for home approval,
it does not provide a mechanism for tribes to access name-based checks to approve
homes on an emergency basis.

OBTAINING SB 1460 APPROVAL
Tribes must complete an application through CA DOJ for official access
to criminal and child welfare registries.
As of March 19, 2020, 18 California Tribes have been granted access to
summary criminal and child abuse and neglect background
information.[13]
Despite authorizing legislation, the majority of tribes in California do not have access
and/or are not utilizing SB 1460 authority to conduct background checks for the
purposes of approving tribal homes. Most tribes continue to rely on county agencies to
conduct and approve background checks for the purposes of tribally approved homes.
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RESOURCE FAMILY APPROVAL
Contemporaneous with SB 1460, California was exploring larger reforms to child
welfare. In 2015, after an examination of foster care placements, CDSS released the
Continuum Care Reform (CCR) report, which formed the framework for AB 404, the
Resource Family Approval (RFA) program. The goal of the RFA was to provide a unified,
child-focused process and to front-end the adoptions-level assessment for prospective
foster families. This effort was meant to decrease placement changes for foster
children, specifically when a foster child needed a permanent, adoptive level
placement.

EMERGENCY PLACEMENTS UNDER RFA
Under RFA, emergency placements remained unchanged.[14] Prior to
an emergency placement of a child, the county welfare agency must:
(1) Conduct an in-home inspection to assess the safety of home and the
ability of the caregiver to meet the child’s needs; and
(2) Conduct a name-based state-level criminal records check via the
CLETS and a check for prior child abuse or neglect allegations for all
persons aged 18 years and over living in the home.[15]
After a child is placed in a home as an emergency placement, the
county must complete the RFA process.[16] This means that within 10
days of emergency placement, the county must complete:
a. the Livescan (fingerprint) background check; and,
b. the RFA application.
Within 90 days of placement, the county must complete:
a. a psychosocial assessment; and
b. the placement must complete a pre-approval training.[17]
Emergency
Placement

10 days

RFA Livescan/
Fingerprints

90 days

Assessment
and Training
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RECONCILING RFA WITH ICWA

The RFA enabling legislation was passed without
consideration of ICWA mandates. Specifically, the legislation
did not contemplate TAHs.

Federal policy is clear that Indian children be placed “…in foster or adoptive homes
which will reflect the unique values of Indian culture…”[18] This policy is also codified
under state law under W&IC section 224, which provides; “The state is committed to
protecting the essential tribal relations and best interest of an Indian child…by placing
the child, whenever possible, in a placement that reflects the unique values of the
child's tribal culture and is best able to assist the child in establishing, developing, and
maintaining a political, cultural, and social relationship with the child's tribe and tribal
community.”
Despite, this commitment, California did not consult with tribes to identify and resolve
the ways in which the RFA legislation would impact the home approval process for
Indian children, thereby complicating ICWA compliance.
ASSEMBLY BILL 686
Since the RFA enabling legislation did not include ICWA mandates, CTFC partnered with
Assembly Member Waldron to pass AB 686, in 2019 which became effective January
2020. AB 686 specifies that in situations where a tribe does not choose to approve a
home for foster care or adoption, county child welfare agencies must apply the
prevailing social and cultural standards of the child's Indian community when approving
a resource family for placement. AB 686 also clarifies that when a tribe approves the
home, RFA Program requirements do not apply.[19]
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2020 CDSS PROPOSED
LEGISLATION
In Spring 2020, CDSS proposed legislation “to clarify the intent of SB 1460, allowing
counties/CDSS to continue conducting criminal background checks on behalf of Tribes
[and] to clarify that comprehensive, adoptions-level summary criminal history
information pursuant to Family Code 8712 is received for Tribally Approved Homes.”[20]
This legislation is on hold due to requests for tribal consultation, and tribes and tribal
representatives are encouraged to assess whether the proposed amendments are
supported or opposed.

CDSS PROPOSAL 1: LEGISLATION REQUIRING WRITTEN AUTHORITY
FROM A TRIBE TO CONDUCT BACKGROUND CHECK.
The CDSS proposal includes specific legislation authorizing counties to
conduct criminal background checks for TAHs.
The debate is not settled: since SB 1460 did not remove the authority for
counties to conduct criminal background checks on behalf of tribes, such
authorizing legislation does not appear to be needed. This issue is
currently under legal review with the CA DOJ, which is analyzing SB 1460
and other accompanying code changes to determine whether county
authority remains or was repealed. Currently, if a tribe cannot conduct the
criminal background check for its TAH, the county remains, and continues
to be, responsible for conducting the background check. Tribes do not
have to complete a written request.
CDSS PROPOSAL 2: LEGISLATION CLARIFYING THAT TRIBALLY
APPROVED HOMES RECEIVE COMPREHENSIVE, ADOPTION-LEVEL
SUMMARY CRIMINAL BACKGROUND CHECKS.
This second proposal suggests that tribes approving TAHs receive the
same level of background information as does a county when reviewing a
home for RFA approval. Under current law, tribes conducting 1460
criminal background checks receive both state and federal summary
histories on a person’s arrests, convictions and other dispositions and
sentences (jail, prison, probation or diversion). The tribe is also provided
access to child abuse or neglect registries. Under the RFA background
check process, the county receives the same level of information but also
the person’s juvenile records and information from other administrative
licensing or credentialing agencies.[21]
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SECTION 2: LISTENING
SESSION
On July 30, 2020, CTFC hosted a Listening Session
for tribal representatives.
Representatives from CDSS and CA DOJ also
attended at the invitation of CTFC.
The purpose of the Listening Session was to discuss the proposed
CDSS legislative amendments.
With the passage of SB 1460 and RFA, CA DOJ created two new
“application types” for accessing criminal record information: the first
was for tribal SB 1460 and the second was for county backgrounds
conducted under RFA.[22] These two separate and new application
types created confusion about the background check process for
TAHs.
As a result, county child welfare agencies were and are uncertain as to
whether they should be conducting background checks for tribes
under the SB 1460 application type, or if this application type was
exclusively reserved for SB 1460 tribes.
Next, if counties could use the SB 1460 application type for TAHs, did
they need specific written authorization from tribes and, if so, what
sufficed? Lastly, in lieu of the SB 1460 application type, could counties
opt to use the RFA created application type for background checks in
the TAH process?
In summary, the big question is: what application type is a county
social worker supposed to use for a criminal record check where
the home is being tribally approved, but the tribe is not conducting
the background check (for whatever reason)?
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METHOD
The three-hour Listening Session was widely advertised
via email, social media and individual outreach.
The session had 25 tribal participants in attendance.
The Listening Session was moderated by Hon. William
Thorne. Dorothy Alther and Season Goodpasture.
An instructional session on the history of tribal
background check access and tribal home approval in
California was conducted.
The solicitation of feedback was conducted through open ended questions about
what was working well or not working in the following areas:
For tribes (where the tribe is conducting the home assessment and the county is
conducting the background checks):
a.
b.
c.
d.

County exemptions – application of Indian community standard
Sharing of criminal background issues with tribes
Cooperation with county agencies
Tribal Customary Adoption

For tribes (where the tribe is conducting the home assessment and the criminal
background check):
a. Emergency background checks
b. Financial barriers
c. County acceptance/cooperation of tribal approvals
i. Out of county tribe contacting CPS
d. SB 1460 application process
Additionally, state representatives from CDSS and DOJ were invited to attend the
listening session to hear concerns from tribes and answer questions related to
proposed legislation.[23]
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SECTION 3: RESULTS
1/Most tribes are not utilizing SB
1460 access
2/SB 1460 did not change the
process for approving TAHs, but
new challenges exist
3/SB 1460 is a positive option for
tribes
4/Tribes need CLETS access for
emergency placements
5/Tribes lack ongoing operational
funding to conduct the home
approval process
The following pages will review the Listening Session discussion. Most
tribes reported positive experiences when working with county child
welfare agencies to ensure the criminal background checks and child abuse
registries were checked. One area of concern for tribes with SB 1460 access
was the need for CLETS access when reviewing a tribal home for
emergency placement.
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Theme 1: Most tribes are not utilizing SB
1460 access
SB 1460
Tribes
16.4%

The majority of California
tribes have not opted-in to the
SB 1460 program.
Non SB 1460
Tribes
83.6%

Currently, out of the 109 federally recognized tribes in California, only 18 have opted-in
to SB 1460, leaving the vast majority (approximately 80%) of California tribes not
conducting their own criminal background checks. Instead, many continue to rely on the
county child welfare agencies to conduct the criminal background checks, while the
tribes conduct the home assessment portion of the TAH process.
With 91 tribes in California not opting into SB 1460 access, a question beyond the scope
of this report remains, are there unidentified barriers tribes face that deter implementing
this portion of the tribal home approval process? Further inquiry should be conducted
around potential barriers such as:
Financial challenges related to administrative operations costs of conducting
background checks
Lack of knowledge about the option
Lack of knowledge and technical assistance for implementation
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Theme 2: SB 1460 did not change the
process for approving TAHs, but some
new challenges exist
For a majority of the tribes, the current landscape for approving TAHs requires
collaboration with county child welfare agencies. With only 18 tribes with SB 1460
approval, in most TAH approvals tribes conduct the home assessment portion while
county agencies conduct the necessary background checks.

Most counties have a smooth process for conducting
background checks for tribes, but there are limited
exceptions in which county agencies are confused about
who is required to run the background check for TAHs.
REPORTED CHALLENGES
In a tribal customary adoption case, a tribal representative shared that when a county
worker was uncertain about the agency's protocol for background checks on tribal
homes, delays occurred due to confusion about the assessment process. As a result of
conflicting information, the placement unit worker reviewed and approved the
background check, but unbeknownst to the tribe and placement unit worker, the proper
protocol was to have the RFA Unit assess and approve the criminal background check.
This confusion caused unnecessary frustration for the tribal representative and
members of the tribal home, who were required to complete a second set of
fingerprinting.
In another instance, a tribal representative reported that one county agency did not
complete the name-based background check and Livescan (fingerprinting) on a TAH
prior to placement. The county agency claimed that due to the statewide COVID-19
stay-at-home orders, the county agency did not have the staff to run the appropriate
checks. The top priority for tribal departments is ensuring that tribal children are in safe
placements, tribal or non-tribal, and any confusion or uncertainty in the process creates
gaps that place tribal children at unnecessary risk.
Non-1460 tribes reported counties repeatedly ask the tribe to conduct the background
check despite not having SB 1460 approval. Unfortunately, some counties do not
understand that without SB 1460 approval, tribes are unable to run background checks
for TAHs and rely on the county for the background checks.
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Theme 2: SB 1460 challenges cont.
CDSS must work closely with tribes on any legislation
impacting criminal background checks for placements of
Indian children. Great caution must be taken to avoid
unintended consequences that may jeopardize the safety
of tribal children.
TWO CA DOJ APPLICATION TYPES
The vast majority of tribes continue to rely on the county to conduct the criminal
background checks for tribal homes. State representatives in the Listening Session
highlighted the two CA DOJ application types, one for SB 1460 tribes and one for RFA,
used to access background information. The RFA application type is used for both foster
care and adoptive placements and provides more extensive background information.
The SB 1460 application type only provides foster care level placement background
information.

Tribal representatives did not report specific challenges with the
two application types, but it raised questions:
Why are tribes not receiving the same information?
What are the practical implications with the disparate levels
of information?
REQUIRING TRIBES TO AFFIRMITAVELY REQUEST
CDSS proposed legislative amendments (and current CDSS guidance through ACLs)
would require tribes who are unable or choose not to conduct a background check, to
affirmatively request (verbally or in writing) a county child welfare agency to conduct a
background check to approve a TAH. This change would be counter to current practice
where tribes conduct the home assessment, and the county child welfare agencies
conduct the background checks. This standing practice was found in CDSS guidance to
counties from 2008 to 2019 which stated that county agencies must conduct the
background checks for TAHs.[24] Requiring tribes to affirmatively “request” that the
county agency conduct the background check on TAHs has never been required, and
could create gaps in which Indian children are being placed in homes where no
background checks have been initiated or reviewed. In such instances, the county
agency or the tribe may believe the other agency has completed the necessary checks.
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Theme 3: SB 1460 is a positive option
for tribes
While SB 1460 tribes generally had positive responses to
the SB 1460 process, all tribes raised concerns with lack
of access to name-based background checks for
emergency placements.
POSITIVES OF SB 1460

COMMENTS ON APPLICATION PROCESS

SB 1460 approved tribes report the
process is working well with increased
jurisdictional authority over dependency
cases. Two tribal representatives shared
that access to background check
information allowed tribes to assume
greater jurisdiction over dependency
cases. The tribes described transferring to
initiating dependency cases in tribal courts
as the tribes were able to conduct the
background check access for placements
in tribal court. Generally, tribal
representatives described running
background checks for prospective foster
and adoptive homes for both tribal and
state court placements.

SB 1460 tribes stated that the application
process was relatively quick and did not
consume too many tribal resources. One
comment suggested the need for a tribal
attorney to assist in the application
process, but most tribes completed the
process without an attorney. The most
difficult aspect of the application process
was designating and training the people
to act as custodian of records and
maintaining technology to ensure
confidentiality of records. Costs and
expenses were not described as a
challenge and reimbursements exist for
tribes to implement SB 1460.

PUSHBACK ON HOMES APPROVED BY TRIBES THROUGH SB 1460

Tribal representatives utilizing SB 1460 access noted instances in which the tribal home
approval, including the background check, was not recognized by other child welfare
agencies. One noted exception occurred shortly after tribes gained access to state
registries through SB 1460. A tribal representative noted that one county refused to
accept their TAH and criminal background checks without confirmation from another
county in which the home had previously been approved. In another instance, one tribal
representative shared that a tribal child’s case was transferred via the ICPC process to
California and the transferring state would not recognize the tribally approved home
without the jurisdictional county providing written recognition of the placement. While
these incidents were more the exception than the rule, it highlights hurdles tribes often
experience and how tribes have to prove their legitimacy in child welfare.
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Theme 4: Tribes need CLETS access for
emergency placements
SB 1460 tribes' lack of access to CLETS or the CA DOJ
name-based check hotline poses problems for emergency
placement for tribal homes.
Lack of access to name-based checks for emergency placements is of critical
importance to tribes, especially tribes assuming initial jurisdiction over child welfare
matters. Tribal dependence on counties for CLETS access limits the tribe’s full exercise
of its authority over child welfare matters and exposes tribal children to safety risks.[25]
Since tribes are not a "public agency," they are not entitled to CLETS access, which is
highly guarded by CA DOJ. Barring tribes has not only impacted tribal social services but
also tribal law enforcement, who need CLETS information when accompanying social
workers on investigations.
EMERGENCY ACCESS AFFECTS ICWA COMPLIANCE

2019 California-maintained child welfare data
shows a majority of ICWA eligible children in care
were placed in non-Indian/unspecified foster
homes, clearly out of compliance with ICWA's
placement preferences.[26] Although there may
be other contributing factors, emergency
placements that continue as longterm
placements are directly impacted by a tribe's
ability to approve a home on an emergency basis.
It is imperative that a child's initial placement
comply with ICWA's placement preferences; this
starts with the emergency placement.
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Despite the efforts of RFA and SB 1460 to create pre-approved homes for tribal
children, the reality is that emergency placement is necessary for placing tribal children
with relatives. Since TAH and emergency placements are child-specific, arising from a
need for placement for an individual tribal child, not providing tribes an avenue for
assessment thwarts the purpose of ICWA to keep Indian children with their families and
Indian community. Emergency placement, not the pre-approved applicant pool, are
generally how tribal children are placed with tribal families.

Ultimately, “the bottom line is the safety and well-being of” tribal children,
so it is important to correct challenges to information sharing.[27]
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Theme 5: Tribes lack ongoing operational
funding to conduct the home approval
process
Home approval processes for foster and adoptive placements are often complex and
time consuming. Yet, despite the fact that the child remains under the care and custody
of the state court, there is no funding allocated by the state to compensate tribes for
conducting this federally-mandated portion of the child welfare process.
Tribal representatives currently utilizing SB 1460 access shared that the program
requires significant staff time, which includes conducting the following activities:
Initial and ongoing training in conducting and reading Livescan records
Exemption request investigations, interviews and certification documentation
Home assessments and documentation
Home approval and placement orientations for prospective homes
Home recertifications
As tribes seek to exercise greater control over the home approval process for Indian
children (including conducting and approving background checks), the lack of ongoing
operational dollars becomes a significant barrier.

Inequity in Funding
California county child welfare
agencies maintain whole units of full
time employees solely focused on the
completion of home approvals. County
child welfare agencies' home approval
programs are fully funded by California
general fund and federal Title IV-E
dollars. With only three tribes in
California currently authorized for Title
IV-E funding, tribes rely solely on
limited tribal general fund and grant
dollars to implement home approval
programs.

Title IV-E Agreement Tribes
1.8%

Non Title IV-E Agreement Tribes
98.2%
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SECTION 4:
CONCLUSION AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
A/ Provide CLETS Access through
hotline number
B/ Provide Guidance for ICPC
Transfers Involving a Tribally
Approved Home
C/ CA DOJ Create One Application
Type for all homes
D/ Provide Funding to Tribes for
Home Approval Programs
E/ Provide Clarity to Counties on
Who Bears Responsibility for
Conducting Background Checks

The following pages will examine the recommendations to address the
challenges tribal representatives highlighted in the Listening Session.
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CONCLUSION
Direct access for tribes to background check information under SB 1460 was a muchneeded change in California. This access provides increased tribal authority for
placement decisions involving Indian children. Despite the benefits provided under SB
1460, less than 20% of California tribes have obtained this access, prompting discussion
of further inquiry to the barriers of applying for 1460 approval.
While SB 1460 access has supported greater control and authority in Indian child
welfare matters for some tribes, most tribes noted that SB 1460 has not had an effect on
their tribe's child welfare practice. It is uncertain why CDSS has determined the need for
a legislative fix. Before proceeding with the two legislative changes proposed by CDSS,
tribes must proceed with caution to ensure that any amendments do not have
unintended consequences on child welfare and safety. Of greatest concern is that new
changes may prompt greater confusion about who bears the responsibility for
conducting the required background checks for TAHs.
Should legislation be proposed, it should address concerns raised by tribes. From the
Listening Session, one highlighted need was tribal access to name-based checks for
emergency placements. This is particularly imperative for tribes assuming full
jurisdiction, through tribal courts, over child welfare matters.

Given the results of the Listening Session, California Tribal
Families Coalition proposes action to ensure Indian child safety,
increased compliance with the ICWA, and support of tribal
protection of tribal children.
The main areas for action involve emergency background check
clearance or approval for tribes; clarifying counties continued
responsibility for conducting background checks for TAHs; and
addressing inequitable funding for tribally approved home
activities.
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Recommendation A: Provide tribes with
CLETS name-based background checks
Tribes with current access to criminal record information should be
provided access to the 24/7 hotline number that is offered through CA
DOJ for the purpose of clearing emergency placements. Currently,
county workers are encouraged to use the hotline.[28] Access through
the hotline number would afford tribes greater control in determining
where a child is initially placed and thereby decrease the number of
placement changes while maintaining compliance with the ICWA
placement preferences.

Recommendation B: Guidance for ICPC
transfers involving a TAH
CDSS must issue guidance (ACL and RFA written directives) clarifying
that where the child is an Indian child, a tribe may conduct the home
study for the Interstate Compact on the Placement of Children (ICPC)
process. This guidance should further require, as necessary, either
CDSS or the county, as the receiving state, to issue the required
verification (i.e. ICPC 100A, equivalency letter, etc.) to the sending state
documenting approval of the home.
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Recommendation C: Provide clarity to
counties on who bears responsibility for
conducting background checks
All CDSS issued guidance and legislative changes must affirm that
county child welfare agencies are responsible for conducting the
necessary background checks for tribally approved homes. CDSS has
issued guidance requiring tribes to affirmatively request that the
county conduct the criminal background check for the tribe. There is
currently no legislation that shifts the burden to tribes, nor did
California law require tribes to request the background check. Any
changes placing an affirmative duty on tribes to request the county
conduct a background check is in direct opposition to the ICWA which
requires that state agencies must comply with ICWA placement
preferences utilizing the prevailing social and cultural standards of the
Indian community in dependency cases under state jurisdiction. The
affirmative duty remains vested with the county child welfare agency
to ensure placement preferences are met.
Additionally, since very few tribes are currently exercising the
authority provided by SB 1460, tribes rely on county child welfare
agencies to conduct the background check portion for the tribal home
approval process. Thus, CDSS and CA DOJ must provide clear
guidance to county child welfare agencies that:
(1) counties maintain the responsibility for conducting background
checks without requiring tribes to affirmatively request initiation; and
(2) clarify which application type county child welfare agencies are to
use to obtain the appropriate criminal record information for tribally
approved homes.
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Recommendation D:
CA DOJ create one
application type for
all homes

Recommendation E:
Provide funding to
tribes for home
approval process

CTFC recommends the creation of
one application type for both RFA
and TAHs. This application type
would provide the same level of
information for both home types
and eliminate confusion regarding
whether counties have the
authority/responsibility to conduct
background checks for TAHs. In any
event, information provided must
be on par.

Funding should be provided to
tribes for home approval activities
for placements of Indian children
under state jurisdiction. Tribes
assist county agencies in meeting
ICWA placement preferences
through identifying and approving
homes for the placement of Indian
children. In doing so, tribes assume
home approval process workloads
from county agencies for children
in the county's care and custody.
Yet, unlike county agencies, tribes
depend on a much smaller
resource pool of staff and funding
for child welfare related activities.

The CA DOJ's creation of two
separate application types for
RFA background checks and
SB 1460 background checks
unknowingly created
confusion for county agencies
about which application type
should be used for TAHs. The
level of information obtained
for TAHs is less than what is
received for RFAs.

California policymakers
should contemplate how to
address equitable distribution
of child welfare funding given
tribal assumption of state
required activities.
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Appendix A: Listening Session Leaders Bios
Dorothy Alther, J.D. (Oglala Sioux)
Dorothy Alther has been the Executive Director of CILS since July 2013. She has assisted
tribes with tribal court and law enforcement development, working with tribes on
establishing or revising tribal governing documents and building tribal program law. Ms.
Alther provides comments on behalf of tribal clients to pending state and federal rules
or legislation, partnering with others and tribal coalitions to advance legislation or
regulation to protect and enhance tribal governments and providing community
information and awareness on critical issues impacting California tribes. Ms. Alther has
been a trainer on Public Law 280, the Indian Child Welfare Act, and Tribal Law
Enforcement. She is a member of the Oglala Sioux Tribe.
Season Goodpasture (Susanville Indian Rancheria)
Season Goodpasture is the Development Director with the California Tribal Families
Coalition. She is also the Director of Social Service of the Pala Band of Mission Indians
Social Services. Season’s passion has been to help tribes exercise their sovereignty
through program development and increasing the capacity of their tribal courts and
child welfare programs by utilizing a vast array of state and federal funding sources.
Season’s efforts to expand her social services program led to Pala being the first tribe in
California to be able to conduct their own criminal background checks and ultimately
paved the way for all other tribes to do so through the passing of SB 1460. Season is an
AMFT and received her M.S. in Counseling Psychology from California Baptist University
and is trained in the EAGALA method of equine-assisted psychotherapy.
Hon. William Thorne, Jr. (Pomo/Coast Miwok)
Judge William A. Thorne, Jr. (ret.), a Pomo/Coast Miwok Indian from northern California,
was appointed to the Utah Court of Appeals in May 2000 by Gov. Michael O. Leavitt. He
retired in September of 2013. He was a judge in the Third Circuit Court for eight years,
having been appointed by Governor Norman Bangerter in 1986, and then served in the
Third District Court for six years, having been appointed by Governor Leavitt in 1994.
Judge Thorne received a B.A. from the University of Santa Clara in 1974 and a J.D. from
Stanford Law School in 1977. Judge Thorne has served for over 34 years as a tribal court
judge in Utah, Idaho, Montana, New Mexico, Colorado, Arizona, Wisconsin, South
Dakota, Nevada, California, Nebraska, and Michigan. He is the former president and
current vice-president of the National Indian Justice Center (a nonprofit that trains tribal
court and other personnel around the country), a member of the board for the Center
for the Study of Social Policy, a member of the Advisory Council for the Capacity
Building Center for Tribes of the U.S. Children’s Bureau, and a member of the
Coordinating Council on Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention and a member of
the advisory board for the National Child Welfare Workforce Initiative. In 2016 the
National Center for State Courts recognized Judge Thorne with their Distinguished
Service Award.
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Appendix B: Report Writer Bios
Blair Kreuzer, M.S.W. (Hupa)
Blair Kreuzer currently serves as the Policy Director at California Tribal Families
Coalition. Blair is a member of the Hoopa Valley Tribe and has worked as an advocate
for social justice in urban and rural tribal communities for the past 16 years. Blair earned
a Bachelor of Arts from U.C. Berkeley in Political Science and Native American Studies,
and a Masters of Social Work from Humboldt State University. For the past eight years,
Blair has worked in tribal agencies, focusing on Indian Child Welfare Act compliance,
and the development of tribal child welfare systems to better serve the needs of
families in tribal communities.
Delia Sharpe, J.D.
Delia is the founding Executive Director of CTFC. Prior to her time with the CTFC, she
was the Program Director for the Resource Center for Family-Focused Practice at UC
Davis Extension's Center for Human Services. For the 10 years prior to that, she served
as Directing Attorney for the Eureka Office of California Indian Legal Services.
Dorothy Alther, J.D. (Oglala Sioux)
Dorothy Alther has been the Executive Director of CILS in July 2013. Ms. Alther is the
recipient of the national 2010 Pierce Hickerson Award which is granted to distinguished
Indian legal services attorneys. She also received the “Outstanding Achievement in
California Indian Law” award from the California Indian Lawyers Association in 2014.
Dorothy has been an attorney with CILS since 1989 and has practiced Indian law since
1985.
Mica Llerandi, J.D. (Diné)
Mica is a staff attorney with California Indian Legal Services (CILS) in the Escondido
Office. She currently represents tribes in child welfare proceedings in southern
California where she has assisted tribes in finalizing tribal customary adoptions. Prior to
joining CILS, she represented children in California courts and served as a guardian ad
litem for children in Arizona tribal courts. She also served as a tribal prosecutor in tribal
courts where she brought child welfare actions in tribal court and advised tribal councils
on proposed tribal customary adoption legislation.
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